**Sunday, June 25**


[10] Add coauthor Xinhua Gu, University of Macau, to Li paper. CANCEL SESSION.


[22] Replace discussant Lee with Gregory Chen, Federal Reserve Board of Governors.

[26] Add discussant Filip Zikes, Federal Reserve Board of Governors.


**Monday, June 26**

[41] Replace discussant You with Sirojiddin S. Juraev, KDI School of Public Policy and Management.


[49] Add paper by Eunjee Kwon*, University of Southern California, and Seungwoo Chin, University of Southern California, *The Effect of Mixing and Tracking Systems on Student Performance: Evidence from a Natural Experiment in South Korea*. Remove Dumas paper and discussant.

[54] Change title to LABOR MARKETS IN SOCCER. Remove Chmykhov et al paper. Add Tena/Tovar paper from [125], replace discussant Parshakov with Juan de Dios Tena Horrillo, University of Liverpool, and University of Sassari.

[62] Add Kilstrom paper from [133]. Add discussant Zhang from [133].

[65] Change presenter to Gregory Cohen on Stebunovs et al paper.

[67] Replace discussant Brzeszczynski with Fang Yao, Federal Reserve Bank of New Zealand.

[79] Remove discussant Parshakov.


[92] Add coauthors Frank Tenkorang, University of Nebraska, Kearney, and Nacasius U. Ujah, South Dakota State University, to Dority paper.

[93] Remove Ersoy paper and discussant. Replace chair Harker with Rocio Garcia Diaz, Tecnologico de Monterrey. Replace discussant Jia with W. Edward Chi, University of Southern California. Move session location to La Mesa.

[94] Remove chair Al Samara.


[109] Replace chair McCallum with Ricardo Correa, Federal Reserve Board of Governors.

[112] Add Zhang paper from [133].

[118] Remove Henriques paper.

[119] Change presenter on Daniels/Smythe paper to Smythe, and change title to *Economic Conditions and College Participation Rates*.


[125] Move Tena Horrillo/Tovar paper to [57]. Move discussant Tena Horillo to [57]. Move Jahnuba paper to [169]. CANCEL SESSION.


[137] Remove Liu/Tang paper. Move discussant Sahni to [274].


**Tuesday, June 27**


[159] Replace discussant Daniels with Andria Smythe, Randolph College.

[165] Remove Alhamaimi paper and discussant.

[169] Add Juhub paper from [125]. Move Chmykhov/Parshakov paper to [35].


[177] Remove Kalcheva et al paper.
Wednesday, June 28

[228] Add discussant Priya Ranjan, University of California, Irvine.
[239] Remove Khadri paper.
[240] Remove Ho/Reynolds paper. Remove discussant Ho.
[243] Replace chair Rezaee with Victor Duarte, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
[244] Remove Chu et al paper. Remove discussant Chu.
[249] Remove coauthor Hong from Hong et al paper, and add coauthor Nicholas Li, University of Toronto. Move discussant Ranjan to [228].
[250] Replace Efremidze et al paper with The Taper Caper by Levan Efremidze*, Pepperdine University, Raymond Leach, Claremont Graduate University, and Thomas D. Willett, Claremont McKenna College and Claremont Graduate University. Replace discussants Li, Ouyang, and Rao, with Eric J. Pentecost, Loughborough University, Yoon Min Kim, Keimyumg University, and Anna Terzyan, Claremont Graduate University.
[252] Remove Skully paper (now in [28]).
[262] Remove Parshakov et al paper. Remove discussant Price. Add paper Stock Market Reaction to Football Sponsorship Announcements by Aleksei Chmykhov*, National Research University Higher School of Economics, Russia, and Petr Parshakov, National Research University Higher School of Economics, Russia.

Thursday, June 29

[331] Remove Zhang paper and discussant.
[334] Add coauthors Luca Nocciola, Deutsche Bundesbank, and Dawid Zochowski, European Central Bank, to Franch paper.
[352] Remove Chao paper and discussant.
[353] Move Abuzayed paper to [315].